The Master Professional Educator designation recognizes educators who are high achievers in the field of education. A master teacher...

- Obtains a high level of academic achievement in the field of education
- Elevates the teaching profession
- Makes contributions to education at regional, state, and/or national level
- Advocates for students, colleagues, and the profession
- Serves as a master of their content and pedagogy

Visit the Teach Arkansas webpage at https://bit.ly/2PgNFVM. Learn more about National Board Certification at https://bit.ly/2p1nXNi. Learn more about ATOY, Milken, Presidential Award for Math and Science; or

How do I qualify?

- Documentation of three (3) years of licensed teaching experience, which may include teaching with a provisional license; and
- Verification from the applicant’s last employer that the applicant has performed at the level of an Effective Teacher as evidenced by the applicant’s most recent summative evaluation (within the previous four years); and one of the following:
  1. Receipt of an award- ATOY, Milken, Presidential Award for Math and Science; or
  2. NBCT Certification; or
  3. Successful completion of a master’s, specialist, or doctoral degree in the applicant’s content teaching area; and successful completion of the ADE-recognized micro-credential(s) for Master Professional